Globaltrack’s

Fuel Management
Solution

Fuel accounts for about 40-50% of a ﬂeet’s total operating costs
and rising fuel bills have become a nightmare for a lot of transport
companies. Many ﬂeet operators are unaware of the fact that fuel
theft or fuel contamination may also be contributing to the rise in
fuel bills.
Our fuel solution has been benchmarked as an effective fuel
monitoring and savings solution in Africa. This solution assists
in preventing fuel contamination, fuel theft and identifies poor
driving behaviour that increases fuel consumption.
Globaltrack’s Fuel Management Solution is probe that is installed
directly into the tank of a truck to effectively monitor fuel
consumption from anywhere in the world.

Since Globaltrack develops the product, it offers great ﬂexibility
and simplicity in terms of continuous innovation. To ensure
operational efficiency, the product is designed for fast installation.
Fuel cost management is our priority! One way in which we do this
is through our fuel reconciliation’s feature. This feature has been
designed to save transporters time in maintaining accurate fuel
data.
Manage the fuel levels of your trucks by comparing your trucks’
fuel slips versus the fuel performance. Make informed decisions
on when and where to fill up. Get our fuel management solution
to take advantage of all our features relating to fuel cost
management.

Client Testimonials
Kobus Lombard of Specialized Transport in Mozambique was offered an obligation free demonstration through Globaltrack’s proof of
concept programme. The proof of concept programme allowed Globaltrack to demonstrate to Mr. Lombard how the Fuel Probes work and
how it can lower the cost spent on fuel. Within a few weeks, Mr. Lombard noticed a staggering average of a 10% decrease in the cost of
fuel used per truck, resulting in a $650,000 per year savings in fuel expenditure.
High fuel bills were on Mr. Vernon Pillay, Director of Merrod Trucking’s radar for the past five years. This is until Mr. Kelman Reddy,
owner of PKR Transport told Mr. Pillay of his recent success of saving money on fuel since installing Globaltrack’s Cross-Border and Fuel
Management Solution. With Globaltrack’s Fuel Solution, Merrod Trucking is able to save 40 – 50 litres per vehicle per trip. Mr. Pillay avoids
roaming cost when his vehicles go cross-border, because once the vehicles are out of GPRS signal, Globaltrack’s Cross-Border Solution
switches over to satellite tracking.
With the driver ID tags, Mr. Pillay can successfully monitor the amount of fuel consumed by each driver and see violations like speeding
and idling that increases the fuel consumption.
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